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When people encounter art the most precious 
of assets emerge: emotions
Protecting them is our commitment as a Lifetime 
Partner to our clients.

ARTE Generali is dedicated to the care of every 
form of art, offering innovative protection and 
assistance solutions, combining the latest 
technological developments with a human touch

About us



Art is

What can go wrong and cause the damage or loss of value of an 
artwork or a cultural asset?
There are types of risk related to the environmental context - for 
example, flooding and water damage. Climate change and the 
increasing frequency of natural disasters are factors that we can no 
longer ignore.
Then there are man-made risks, transport risks and others.
The protection of the artworks and objects that you love starts with 
awareness and management of the risks.

Why Art Insurance?

Emotional

Historical

Aesthetic

Valuable



Products

Expertise

Digital

ARTE Generali is dedicated to the care of 
every art form and its intergenerational 
transmission, working on protection and 
assistance solutions for art collectors, 
institutions and exhibitors.

ARTE Generali offers innovative and 
customized services that help collectors 
protect, preserve, restore and enhance 
the artworks in their possession by 
developing unique relationships based on 
a shared passion. 

Given the value, complexity and fragility of 
the objects handled, finding the right 
solutions to insure and protect this type of 
property requires a combination of 
in-depth expertise with a solid knowledge 
of risk management aspects.

Our proposition



Products
ARTE Generali will assist you in obtaining specialized art insurance 
solutions for your art collection, valuables, household and property 
portfolio.
Our personalized solutions are supported by cutting edge services and 
digital tools to help art collectors, institutions and organizers of 
exhibitions.

ARTE Generali ExhibitionsARTE Generali Private

ARTE Generali Institutional



ARTE Generali Private is the insurance solution:
• dedicated to collections of works of art and valuable objects (worth at least 

500.000 euro), built ad hoc according to the specific needs of the collector 
with the support of a team of art experts - which also offers fundamental 
services for living one’s passion to the fullest;

 
• to protect, assess, preserve and enhance works of art and valuable objects 

thus becoming a life partner of enthusiasts and collectors;
 
• innovative and digital because thanks to ARTE Generali App you get 

access to a wide range of services related to the management of artworks, 
from remote evaluation services to a virtual exhibition space, all at your 
fingertips.

ARTE Generali Private



ARTE Generali Institutional is the insurance solution:
• dedicated to Institutional Clients and to collections of works of art and 

valuable objects (worth at least 500.000 euro) for the specific needs of 
Museums, Corporate Museums, Art Foundations, Archives, Libraries and 
Corporate Collections;

• that offers an “all-risks” insurance cover, with a high capacity in terms of 
insurable values;

• created around the Client’s needs, also with the support of a Team of art 
experts;

• that provides specialised services and expertise, not always available even 
within organisations dedicated to collection management, to protect, 
assess, preserve and enhance art.

ARTE Generali Institutional



ARTE Generali Exhibition is the insurance solution:
• dedicated to Clients who organise art exhibitions, such as Museums, 

Foundations, cultural Associations, Galleries, Superintendencies, Municipal 
Administrations or other public or private Bodies that organise cultural 
events, lenders and owners of works of art that are the subject of 
exhibitions;

• covers artworks, and objects with historical, artistic or archaeological value, 
antiques or collectors’ items, made available by the art owner as part of 
temporary exhibitions; 

• offers “All-Risks“, “nail-to-nail”, insurance cover, with premium calculation 
based on the value and type of works;

• created around the needs of the exhibition event, also with the support of a 
Team of art experts, with a policy text aligned with the best international 
market conditions.

ARTE Generali Exhibitions



Expertise
Specialized consultancy with our Fine Art Experts
With our unrivaled expertise in the field of art insurance, our underwriters are 
able to understand your client´s specific needs and identify the best solutions 
for their art collections. But our offer goes well beyond only offering the right 
insurance cover for your clients: we see it as our core task to provide the right 
advice on preserving and caring for the artworks to make sure they remain in 
perfect state for decades to come.

Our in-house art historians and first-class network of experts provide you with 
the expertise you need regarding evaluation, risk assessment, collection art 
asset value, and loss prevention.

Our highly specialized Fine Art consultancy includes an ad hoc inspection by 
an expert chosen on the basis of the risk submitted to ARTE Generali.



Digital
Modern and innovative digital solutions
ARTE Generali uses the latest technological innovations to offer you solutions 
that simplify complex and time-consuming processes around your art, 
allowing you to focus on what matters most to you.

We assist you from the first assessment of a risk to the handling of art 
collections and specialized consultancy with our fine art experts.

With the latest version of our ARTE Generali App, art lovers can explore the 
performances of their favorite contemporary artists and stay up-to-date on 
their developments - with real-time market insights based on artificial 
intelligence.

Scan to Download the App 

https://artegenerali.com/arte-app-art-insurance

https://artegenerali.com/arte-app-art-insurance


Contact

in

Follow us online!

arte@generali.de

Adenauerring 7, München

https://artegenerali.com

https://artegenerali.com
mailto:arte@generali.de
https://maps.app.goo.gl/tLdSL4WyULXnqG4e7
https://www.linkedin.com/company/artegenerali/
https://www.instagram.com/arte.generali/
https://www.facebook.com/artegenerali.official





